OFFICE REPORT
VACANCY RATES

DOWNTOWN
LEASE RATES

LANDMARK CENTRE
LEASE RATES

2018: 6.53%

Class A: $20-$28

Class A: $16-$25

2019: 4.95%

Class B: $13-$19

Class B: $13-$18

2020: 4.50%

Class C: $9-$12

Class C: N/A

NEW
CONSTRUCTION
2018: 57,800 SF
2019: 312,600 SF
2020: 238,000 SF

ABSORPTION
2018: 248,900 SF
2019: 106,100 SF
2020: 41,200 SF

OFFICE MARKET SNAPSHOT
Inventory
Vacant Space

KELOWNA’S
OFFICE
MARKET
Q3 2020
NOTABLE
TRANSACTIONS
First College
Rogers

PANDOSY/MISSION
LEASE RATES
Class A: $22-$27
Class B: $15-$21
Class C: $13-$15

OFFICE STRATA
New Shell Product: N/A
Existing Class A: $450+
Existing Class B: $285+

Q3 2020
3,923,000 SF
176,600 SF

Net Absorption 2018-2019

41,200 SF

Vacancy Rate
Under Construction

4.50%
238,000 SF

The HM Commercial Report

Office space has been a trending market in Kelowna and with

with companies in bigger centres like Vancouver and Calgary

all the positive regional economic indicators and demand for

allowing employees to relocate and some willing to consider

businesses to have a presence in the city, the long term outlook

satellite offices in the city. More companies will likely take similar

is still bright.

steps due to the attractive lifestyle that Kelowna presents.

However, COVID-19 and the resulting “work from home” trend

The city is growing expeditiously so more and more companies

has created some obvious disruptions in 2020.

are seeing it as somewhere that they need to be.

In 2019, the market was hitting a vacancy crunch after a surge in

Landmark Seven and The Block Downtown are the two most

absorption, but currently many office spaces are idle because

prominent office developments ongoing in the city, offering a

staff are working remotely, or they’re organized to help staff

combined 300,000 square feet.

socially distance.

Recently UBC Okanagan announced that it would be opening

With that, there have been some sublease opportunities and it’s

a downtown campus and, as has been proven in other cities,

expected that that will be a continuing trend, particularly in tech.

the presence of academia increases demand for professional

Many major players in Kelowna are looking to Facebook and
Google and toying with the idea of their employees working

office space so that build is expected to be a driver for the office
market downtown.

from home in the future. This can mean a loss of work culture,

Despite the pandemic, corporations with larger office requirements

interaction and gatherings but with an uncertain future it seems to

are moving ahead with their analysis and consideration of the

be the answer some companies are looking for in the short term.

market.

The ‘work from anywhere’ concept has turned eyes to Kelowna,

UBCO Downtown Campus

The Block

Landmark Centre
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